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Pulsant
Company overview

UK’s leading secure  
hybrid IT provider
Datacentre Infrastructure,  
IT Transformation, Multi-cloud



O U R  I N D U S T R I E S 

We serve more than 3,500 organisations across the 
private and public sectors, with extensive experience 
in delivering to a host of industry verticals:

Datacentres

Edinburgh - Medway

Edinburgh - Newbridge

Edinburgh - South Gyle

Maidenhead

Milton Keynes

Newcastle Central

Newcastle East

Reading East

Sheffield

South London

Workplace recovery 

Edinburgh South Gyle

Glasgow

Newcastle East

Sheffield

Stockton-on-Tees

Team Valley

D AT A C E N T R E S 

Enterprise-class  
datacentre infrastructure
With a network of 10 owned and operated datacentres 
across the UK, as well as a global presence, Pulsant is  
well positioned to work with your team and deliver your 
hybrid IT and business goals.
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Financial Services 
and Insurance

Manufacturing 
and Distribution

ISVs and Fintech

Public Sector

Legal and  
Professional Services

Digital, Design  
and e-Commerce



Pulsant provides

We offer a full service portfolio to help  
you on your cloud journey. 

 Managed cloud solutions

 Expert IT consultancy services

 Operational excellence

 Security and compliance

 Technology optimisation

 Enterprise-class infrastructure
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Pulsant
Who we are

But what does that actually mean? Simply put, we design, deploy and 
manage intelligent hybrid cloud platforms that enable your growth, 
spur innovation and support your success – while remaining secure 
and compliant. We understand the industry in which you operate,  
the importance of your customers, and the IT challenges you face.

What we DO
We use a dynamic combination of technology,  
resources and our expertise to deliver hybrid IT  
services, solutions and consultancy to our customers.  
Our aim is to optimise your IT, streamline your IT  
environment and deliver on your security and  
ongoing compliance needs. 

What we DELIVER
We’ve been in business for more than 20 years, 
accumulating the knowledge, drive and technology 
to help you overcome your IT challenges and realise 
the business benefits of cloud. Our agile, end-to-end 
approach includes all aspects of managing multi-cloud 
environments, supported by strong IT consultancy 
services and dependable support.

Pulsant is the UK’s leading  
secure hybrid IT provider

“I have worked with Pulsant for over 10 years 
and firmly believe that they are the best 
supplier for businesses in our region.”
Iain Richardson
Infrastructure Manager, Ward Hadaway



Blending the best of people and 
technology through infrastructure, 
IT transformation and multi-cloud
Our in-house expertise and cloud consultancy, combined with  
leading edge technology solutions, means we’re able to give you 
complete visibility and control over your entire IT environment.

Pulsant
Our approach



“I genuinely TRUST Pulsant with  
our infrastructure.”
Simon Knox 
IT Director, Your World Recruitment Group

True Hybrid Azure Solutions
Pulsant’s Managed Azure (public cloud and stack)  
is a powerful combination of Microsoft cloud 
technology and the assessment, consultancy, 
implementation and management services 
from Pulsant; all designed to help you in your 
transformation. Pulsant enables you to take full 
advantage of the opportunities of true hybrid cloud, 
including scalability, flexibility and consistency.

S E R V I C E S 

Delivered by our  
expert team
Manage 
We provide expert hybrid IT management alongside  
end-to-end support with bespoke SLAs. This includes 
managed cloud, managed hosting and colocation.

Transform 
We can help your business deal with IT-led change,  
from scoping out requirements, to implementing plans  
for transformation. This includes cloud migration,  
solution design and security.

 Secure 
Our security portfolio has been designed to  
offer threat management, edge to core protection,  
and managed security.

  Comply 
With our dedicated compliance dashboard, we deliver 
end-to-end IT tracking, monitoring and management  
of compliance, using hybrid operational analytics.

T E C H N O L O G Y 

Capacity to fulfill  
your business needs
Capacity & resources
From our extensive, high performing network, to our  
best-of-breed infrastructure, we have the resources to 
support your business and deliver on your requirements.

IT consultancy & analytics
Our consultancy team can guide you through your 
transformation journey and help you optimise your  
IT investment.

Cloud platforms & sourcing
We are cloud agnostic which means we have the skills to 
design and deliver the right solution for your organisation, 
whether that is public or private cloud, our own or sourced 
from the likes of Microsoft or AWS.
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Trusted to deliver by leading UK brands

Our partners

Our accreditations

“Pulsant’s technology and services ensure that we enjoy  
the benefits of 100% availability, security and scalability when 

it comes to our infrastructure. And it’s these same benefits  
that we pass on to our clients.”

Jaco Cebula, 
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